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ABSTRACT 
 
The research concerning Widow Inheritance Right Sharing in Polygamy 
Marriage aimed to analyze widow right as heir and her inheritance portion and to 
analyze about widow heir rights in polygamy marriage. This research was 
normative judicial legal research, a research that refers to statute. Legal material 
used was primary law consisting of legislation and Al-Qur’an and secondary legal 
material consist of expert opinion, books, reference and journal. Specification 
used in this research was analysis descriptive that explain, describe or reveal data 
that are relevant to the problem concerned.  
Widow inheritance right as heir according to customary inheritance law 
didn’t have law determination because in one side Supreme Court decide that 
widow is inheriting her husband property but in other side the widow is only 
having right to use the property leaved by husband. And according to Islam 
inheritance law the widow right as heir is right on sharing property, gained 
property, and inherited property, the widow gets 1/4 part of her husband’s if there 
is no children and get 1/8 of the part if they have children. And according to BW 
inheritance law the widow right is right on per unit property and inherited 
property. Widow gets the same portion of her husband’s property with a child 
portion. Widow portion in polygamy marriage is each widow gets the same 
portion of widow inheritance property divided by number of wives.  
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